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The present invention relates to dental light 
ing systems and is more particularly directed to 
ward the provision of lighting apparatus more 
suitable for use in carrying out dental operations 

5 than those in common use. 
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The use of a ?xed system of ?ghting for dental 
work has heretofore been considered impossible 
as a general proposition. Owing to the variation 
in height of dentists, the height" of the working 
plane above the ?oor has to be varied, and, owing 
to the variation in height of the patient, there is 
a considerable range in the positions of the mouth, 
both as to its elevation above the floor and its 
position relative to the center or support of the 
dental chair. It is also desirable to swing“ the 
chair to some extent about this pivot. The net 
result of these conditions is that the mouth may 
be placed in an operating region which varies 
about one foot in height and has a horizontal 
dimension of a foot or more. 
The lighting of the mouth during dental opera 

tions requires a high intensity of illumination with 
the light directed onto the surfaces on which the 
dentist is working, so that he can carry out the 
operations with adequate lighting, all of which 

, must be received through the comparatively 
small opening of the mouth. The dentist .must be‘ 
close to the patient and the operations must be 
carried out in various places in the mouth by in 
struments which the dentist holds in his hand, so 
that avoiding the creation of shadows in the 
mouth cavity is’, important. These conditions 
have made it the almostv universal practice for 
the dentist to employ movable light sources com 
paratively close to the patient. Such movable 
lighting apparatus clutters up the space about 
the patient and dental chair and requires adjust 
ment by the dentist each time he or the patient 
moves. Such adjustments take the attention of 
the dentist away from the more important work 
in hand, are unsanitary, and annoying to th 
patient. ' 
The present invention contemplates a lighting 

system for dental use which consists essentially of 
a plurality of simultaneously . operated light 

_ sources placed in ?xed positions. They are far 
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above the operating chair so as not to interfere 
with the movements of the dentist and require‘ 
no attention by the dentist. They are construct 
ed to provide'very intense beams of light projected 
toward the center of the region occupied by the 
mouth cavity. While~the crossing of the beams 
is at this center, there is a region of considerable 
depth and width in horizontal directions which 
these ?xed light sources illuminate to. a very high 

intensity, of the order of 250 foot candles. This 
is obtained from three such sources with proper 
lenses and re?ectors for projecting the light to 
ward this theoretical center. The lights are so 
located as to provide not only horizontal illumina 
tion of the mouth cavity, but also a crossing of the 
light rays inside the mouth cavity for the illu 
mination of vertical surfaces and to bring about 
diffusion to illuminateback surfaces. This ar 
rangement also minimizes the casting of objec 
tionable shadows by the dentist or the tools which 
he uses. ' 

The preferred location for these light sources is 
in or near the ceiling of the room, but where'the 
room has too high a ceiling, the light sources can 
be supported on a chandelier-like structure at the 
desired elevation above the operating plane. Once 
this chandelier is installed, it requires no adjust 
ment so long as the operating center is retained. 
In order that the patient will not be unneces 

sarily annoyed by the lighting, the system is also 
designed so that the light sources are not within 
the normal ?eld of vision of the patient when in 
the operating position. 
Other and further objects and advantages of the 

invention will be apparent as the description pro 
ceeds. 
The accompanying drawings show, for purposes 

of illustrating the present invention several'oi the 
many embodiments in which the invention may 
take form,tit being understood that the drawings 
are illustrative of the invention rather than limit 
ing the same. In these drawings: 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an 
angular layout for the lighting units of the sys 
tem in connection with an operating chair; 

Fig. 2 shows a triple spot lighting system viewed 
from the rear of the operating chair with the 
three beams of light directed toward the oper- 
ating point on the dentist's chair. 

Fig. 3 is a cross-section o1’ one of the lens units 
used for this system; 

Fig. 4 shows a recessed lighting system with a 
number of dental chairs and triple spot directed 
toward each operating point but with lenses 
grouped together mechanically wherever pos 
sible; . ‘ 

Fig. 5 is an adjustable triple spot lighting unit; 
and. - .. ‘ 

Fig. 6 is another form of adjustable triple 
spot unit. . ‘ j 

Fig. 1 shows the head rest of a dental chair 
at 10. It is tilted at the usual angle to- permit 
the dentist to work in the mouth (M). The line 
,11 is projected vertically upward from the mean 
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position occupied by the m'outh'durlng 
operations. A lighting unit _ - 1 

indicated at misplaced alongthe g3 
11' at ‘a desired elevation above the 0 
plane. It is designed to project a beam of light 
vertically downward or toward the mouth. 
Lines 13-13 and 14-14 intersecting at the 

' center of the unit 12, indicate a horizontal plane 
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through the lighting unit 12, the line 13-413 ex— , 
tending from the rear oi..the chair toward the 
front of the while the line 14--14 is at right 
angles to the line 13—13. - _ _ - 

Two other "lighting units are indicated at 15 
and‘ 16. The preferred spacing. of the lighting 

- units 15 and 16 is at theapi'ces'oi an‘ equilateral 
triangle, the line between the units '15 and 16 
being parallel with the line 14--14 thereby locat 
ing these units on opposite sides of the patient’s 
mouth. The units 15 and 16 may be alike and 
are designed to project slanting light beams whose ‘ 
axes are indicated at 1'1 and 18. These slanting 
axes intersect the vertical beam axis 11 at a pre 
determined point which is at the center- of the 
region in which operating work is performed. 
The line 19 indicates the normal line of vision 

iromtheheadrest. Astheheadrestisusually 
tilted from 30° to 45°, this line 01' normal vision 
varies from 60‘? to 45° to the vertical. It has 
been found by experiment that the units 15 and 
.16 should be placed at such a distance from the 
unit 12 that the beam axes 17 and 18 are at 
angles of approximately 35° with the vertical 
asindicatedinthedrawings. Thelineotvision 
isthentrom20°to30° iromtheaxes otthe 
beams. With such‘ an arrangement, the light 
comes at an angle suiiiciently near the vertical 
tobeiree iromannoyingglare,exceptwhenthe 
patient looks up to see the lighting units, and 
yet a?ords a satisfactory amount of vertical 
illumination inside the mouth. It will thus be 
seenthatthere-arethreebeamsotlight,one 
vertical mm unit 12, the other two being oblique 
atangles at35° totheverticalvand atanglesot 
about 33° to one another, all directed into the 
‘oral cavity. It will, therefore,v be apparent that 
the light from these three sources in the 

5 oral'cavity' and is capable of illuminating verti 
cal andjhorizontal surfaces and of producing 

' excellent di?usion around the'mouth for illumi 
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‘ nating suriaces which cannot be directly reached. 
This beam arrangement is‘ one in' which the 

dentist is not annoyed by shadows cast into the 
mouth by his body or theinstruments he is using. 

> InFig.2the118htingunit l?isplaceddirectly 
over the patient’s mouth in the dentist chair. 
The additional units 15and 16 are placed re-_‘ 
spectively on each side oi'vthe central unit and - 

.iorward. Unit 12 has a lens unit directing a 
beam straight downward. Units 15 and 16 direct 
slanting beams at‘an' angle 'to converge at the 
same point, viz., the patient’s mouth M. The lens 
units 12, 15, audio are'placed on a ceiling, the 
height of which is indicated atline C. It the 
ceiling is higher, as shownby the dotted line C’, 

' the units are placed farther apart,- but in the 
same angular relation to one another and so that 

' the beams still converge at exactly the same 
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point. Unit 12 is raised to the position 12'. Unit‘ 
15 is carried back along the line 17 to'the posi 
tion 15'. Unit 16 is carried back along the line’ 
13 to the position 10. , By moving these units 
backalongtheaxesl'iandlsoitheslanting' 
beams, they are placed at'a new location on'the 
higherceilingsuchthatthebeamsarestilldi 
rected exactly to the same point ‘as-baioreQIt' 

will be evident, therefore, that the relation be 
tween the boxes varies with the oeilingheight. 
1"ig.3showsa.'-»_~v 'oitheunitelSa-nd , 

16. Alens20isheldinatippedpoeitionto 
directthelight‘attheproperangledownward. 5 
However, a part 01’ this angular direction down 
ward is obtained by oii'setting the light center 21 
somewhattromthe axisnoithelensmpThis 
permits a somewhat, lesser degree of tip to the 
lens than would be n Hall of the tip of 
the light beam were obtained by tipping the lens. 
When beams or other obstructions on the ceiling 
interfere with the location 01' a unit at exactly 
the proper point, the unit may be moved to one 
side or the other. Then the proper angle oi’ 
beammaybeobtainedbyachangeinthepo? 
tion of the light center 21 to one side‘ or the 
other 01' the position shown in Fig. 3'.‘ In ‘the ,. 
unit shown in Fig. 3- e?iciency is increased by the 
use of a spherical re?ector 23 placed above the 
light source. Di?using glass sides of opal or V 
otherglassmaybieusedintheseunitsasindi» 
cated at 24.‘ This gives. a spread or diii'us'ion to 

16 

the transmitted light as shown at 251 and helps 
to provide general illumination in the room with 
asoitpleasinge?ect. ' ' _ 

Fig. 4 indicates the application oi’v the system 
to an installation having a plurality or dental . 
chairs. Suchaninstall‘ationmightbeplacedin 
a dental college. Wherever the proper location 
'otlensesinsuchasystembringathelensesto 
gether,theyaregroupedtogetherinthesame 
boxtoobtaintheadvantasesoiabankconstruc 
tion of the boxes iorythelamps. ' 

Fig. 5 ‘illustrates, "a triple spot unit as ' 
suspended from the ceiling by a single support. 
A triangular box 30 carriesthree ‘lenses 31, 32, 
and 33. each with‘ its individual lamp. The 
lamps are so set with'reierence to the lens tool 
as to produce concentration at :the operating 40 
point. Inthisunit,thetopcoverottheboxis 

45 
or support 34 may be provided with adjustable 
joints for raising and lowering or tipping. so that, 
bymeans‘oithehandle 35,inthecenterofthe 
lower, side of the unit, djustment can be 
cured. This adjustment would consistin rais 
ing or lowering the unit ortipping it inan'y 
desireddirection so that'the sp'ot may be 
exactly where desired, aiter which it will re'-' 
quire no attention. ' V - ' 

Another variation in the form of a unit sup- i 

3 
ward the operating'p'oint. The distanoe‘oi the ' 
1 boxes 36, 37.‘and v3i! from the 

v . ,. 39 
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adjustment may also be introduced if desired. 

It may sometimes be necessary to have the 
lighting unit 12 slightly o?set, so as not to be 
directly over the center of the operating region. 
Slight inclination of the beam of this unit cor 
rects for the displacement of the unit. 
The lenses and re?ectors are designed to pro 

duce beams of very small divergence so that the 
cross section of the beam of controlled light is 
but little larger than the lens. A large amountv 
of scattered and uncontrolled light is emitted from ' 
each unit so that a high level of general illumi 
nation is available without additional lighting 
apparatus. 

It is obvious that the invention may. be em 
bodied in many forms and constructions, and I 
wish it to be understood that the particular 
forms shown are but a few of the many forms. ' 
Various modi?cations and changes being possible, 
I do not otherwise limit myself in any way with 
respect thereto. \ 
What is claimed is: 
1. Apparatus for illuminating the interior of 

the mouth of a patient reclining in a dental chair 
at the usual angle for dental operations com 
prising one lighting unit directly above the mouth 

" 3 

for providing intense illumination vertically, and 
two lighting units each having light concentrating 
lenses. the latter light units being spaced from one 
another and equally spaced from the ?rst light 
ing unit and arranged to'project intense beams 
of light toward the mouth cavity, the three units 
having ?xed spacial relationship and singularity, 
said lighting units being a predetermined dis 
tance above the dental chair, the light beams 
crossing in the region of the mouth cavity to 
provide illumination of vertical surfaces such as 
teeth and gums, the latter mentioned lighting 
units being placed su?iciently close to the ?rst 
unitsoastobebehindthenormaldirectionof 
sight of the patient to reduce glare from the 
surface of, the lenses in the patient’s eyes. 

2. Lighting apparatus as set forth in claim 1,‘ 
characterized in that the axes of the oblique 
beams are at substantially 35° with the axis of 
the vertical beam. ‘ 

3. Lighting apparatus as set forth in claim 1, 
characterized in that the lighting units are at 
the apices of an equilateral triangle, the slanting 
beams being projected at equal angles to the ver 
tical. ’ _ 

HENRY L. LOGAN. 
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